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Research into status of Green in U.S.

How “Stages of Green” Drive Solutions

Sustainability vs Green

Emergence of Existing Buildings Issues

Where do we go from here?
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Setting the Stage
The Greening of Corporate America

Adoption by Corporate customer 
drives solutions and demand

Without Corporate America the 
solutions would expand slowly; 
remain expensive and in niche 
markets

Corporate supply chain power can 
accelerate green choice
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Stages of Sustainability

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

Profit driven

Fights regulations

Ignores 
sustainability

Manages 
liabilities

Abides by 
regulations

Environmental 
initiatives viewed 
as costs

Move from 
defense to 
offense

Realizes that $ 
can be saved by 
basic 
environmental 
processes, but 
not 
institutionalized

Transformation

Sustainability 
incorporated into 
business strategy

Views 
sustainability as 
opportunity vs. 
cost

Competitive 
advantage 
through 
sustainability

Values-based 
commitment to 
improving well-
being of the 
organization, 
society and the 
environment
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Points: 18% have transformed to Green
40%: are evolving internal practices
32% have not moved from defense to offense

The Green distribution of Corporate America
is in the direction of an emerging trend 
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% of 
respondents

Stage Description

Stage 1 Green not part of the company mission

Stage 2
Green enters into the company mission
as it is legally required

Stage 3
The company considers the proactive 
application of Green to be consistent
with the profit mission

Stage 4
The company transforms into a Green 
organization. Green is viewed more as
an opportunity than a cost

Stage 5
The company approaches business
as a holistic, restorative company
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Solution Sets

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

Customer Green 
Activities

Customer Green 
Activities

Customer Green 
Activities

Customer Green 
Activities

Customer Green 
Activities

Buying criteria Buying criteria Buying criteria Buying criteria Buying criteria

Solutions Solutions Solutions Solutions Solutions

Identify current customer profile & identify Product &
Service Solutions to move to the next stage.
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New in the discussion

Green Buildings as part of a larger business strategy issue.

Carbon’s role in driving the adoption of green in the existing building market.

The debate about global warming may not be over in the minds of some, but it 
doesn’t matter, the market has moved and there is no turning back. (Get over it)

Business transformation versus a technological transformation.

Example of a technological transformation in our industry's past?

Pneumatic to digital

Laggards in digital transformation lost significant market share

Another example?  Communications backbone.

Business transformation?  E-Commerce

Both are transformations that you can’t “opt out” of.

Emergence of Chief Sustainability Officer
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Sustainability – The Next Wave

Learning & 
Education

Sustainability Inventory & 
Measurement

Vision & 
Mission

Roadmap & 
Implementation
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Our challenge and response

Technology alone cannot provide the 
answer

Sustainability requires planning, 
organizational focus and industry 
leadership

We are committed to foster a cultural of 
environmental responsibility in all 
aspects of our business

We have created the Siemens Sustainability 
Committee to drive our efforts
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The Sustainability Committee

Cross-functional team of business 
leaders

Represents all aspects of our 
business practices and operations

Leaders have the expertise and 
responsibility within their 
organizations to ensure success

Key responsibilities include
- Goal setting
- Planning
- Tracking
- Integrating
- Reporting

Functional areas Represented

Corporate Communications

Facilities Management

Field Excellence

Human Resources/EHS

Information Technology

Marketing

Manufacturing

Procurement

Product Development
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Our Pillars of Success

The Sustainability Committee will focus on four areas that form our Pillars of Success

REDUCE THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT OF THE 
PRODUCTS WE 
MANUFACTURE

MINIMIZE THE 
IMPACT OF OUR 
BUSINESS AND 
OPERATIONS

DEVELOP INDUSTRY 
LEADING 

PRODUCTS, 
SERVICES AND 

SOLUTIONS THAT 
GENERATE A 

POSITIVE IMPACT 
ON THE 

ENVIRONMENT

PROVIDE 
TRANSPARENCY 

AND VISIBILITY OF 
SUSTAINABILITY 

STRATEGIES AND 
PERFORMANCE
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Shifting Priorities

As we began to investigate our carbon inventory the role of different business 
decisions and processes and their carbon impact became clearer.

The carbon footprint of each organization looks different.  In some cases 
significantly.

This exercise is going on throughout not only Corporate America, but the public 
sector as well.

Existing buildings are being “discovered” by organizations as contributors to the 
organizational greenhouse gas footprint.
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What could sustainability mean for your company?

Facilities Fleet & Transportation Purchasing
Energy and water consumption 
reductions

Greenhouse gas emissions 
inventory

Energy Star benchmarking

Green cleaning

Recycling programs

LEED certified buildings

Green roof, rainwater capture, 
stormwater mgt

Food service – no plastics or 
bottled water; organic or local 
food

Green RECs or Carbon Offsets

Fuel consumption reductions

Hybrid vehicles in fleet

Carpooling programs

Greenhouse Gas inventory for 
fuel and employee travel

EPA SmartWay program

LNG for intra-campus transport 
vehicles

Carpool & hybrid parking

Replace existing and purchase 
only Energy Star appliances

Office supply purchasing

Recycled paper and soy inks 
for printed collateral

Ongoing Communications
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What could sustainability mean for your company?

Manufacturing EH&S Human Resources

Recycled content in 
manufactured products

Reduce packaging

Return and recycle programs

Supply chain evaluation

Environmental 
product standards

Facility indoor air quality

Remove chemicals and toxins

Drive behavior changes to 
reduce energy consumption

Annual recycling days

Community service

Education and curriculum

Telecommuting

Public transportation

Ongoing Communications
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Kyoto protocol goal

for bldgs in U.S.A. = 88 MMT
CO2 emissions reduction

New 
construction 
adds 15 MMT 
GHG load even if 
50%
achieve 50% 
better
efficiency

Existing building
efficiency
requirement to fill
the gap = 103MMT

Existing Buildings Are Key Components 
to a Holistic GHG Strategy
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What do we know?

Climate Change = Energy Efficiency ≠ Green
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Energy Efficiency Delivery Project Steps

Data Collection & 
Measurement

Baseline data on 
current process 
performance

Data Collection

Initial assessment

Benchmarks

KPI’s

Analysis Against ROI 
Criteria

Develop list of facility 
improvement 
measures and 
renewable energy 
opportunities

Document Operating 
Procedures

Select appropriate 
analysis tools

Review all 
opportunities for cost, 
return

Develop & 
Implement Solutions

Solution generation

Develop selection 
criteria

Detailed 
implementation plan

Develop, select & 
Implement 
improvements

Install project and 
turn over to owner

Select appropriate funding and financing methods

Cash / installment loans / capital budget / Performance Contract
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Green Existing Building Delivery Process Steps

Energy Efficiency Delivery Process

Green Existing 
Building 

Delivery Process

• Holistic 
organizational 
view of climate 
impact

• Team members 
and roles

• Inventory

Vision & Mission

• Scope

• Milestones & 
deliverables

Green 
Performance & 

Control

• Monitoring, data 
collection & 
reporting

Training

• Goal setting

• Out of bounds 
conditions and 
required 
response

• Develop and 
implement 
methods of 
tracking

• Ongoing 
commissioning

Data Collection & 
Measurement

Analysis Against ROI 
Criteria

Develop & 
Implement Solutions

Baseline data on 
current process 
performance

Data Collection

Initial assessment

Benchmarks

KPI’s

Develop list of facility 
improvement 
measures and 
renewable energy 
opportunities

Document Operating 
Procedures

Select appropriate 
analysis tools

Review all 
opportunities for cost, 
return

Solution generation

Develop selection 
criteria

Detailed 
implementation plan

Develop, select & 
Implement 
improvements

Install project and 
turn over to owner

Data Collection & 
Measurement

Analysis Against ROI 
Criteria

Develop & 
Implement Solutions

Baseline data on 
current process 
performance

Data Collection

Initial assessment

Benchmarks

KPI’s

Develop list of facility 
improvement 
measures and 
renewable energy 
opportunities

Document Operating 
Procedures

Select appropriate 
analysis tools

Review all 
opportunities for cost, 
return

Solution generation

Develop selection 
criteria

Detailed 
implementation plan

Develop, select & 
Implement 
improvements

Install project and 
turn over to owner
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Common successful implementation themes

Does your organization have a “green” or “sustainability” strategy?

If it does, what are you doing differently?

Do your people know what is expected of them?

Do stakeholders know of the plans….and more importantly…the results?

How often are the results made available?

Do your vendors know of your plans?

Do you have expectations of them?

Have they been communicated?
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Where to start

If you have not started yet, how do you begin?

A committee

An Inventory – do the inventory before you develop your vision

A vision that matches your organization

Small steps to show progress rather than comprehensive dramatic change

Communication

Visible support from the top. 

Director of Sustainability

Sustainability Coordinators by department or location

Operations personnel involved

Often leaders in sustainability and green are selected because of their 
intimate subject knowledge.  This knowledge often does not include how 
to get it done
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Can somebody please just “Green” me?

This is your journey

Suppliers will be able to help, but in the end the responsibility to achieve your 
goals is yours

Green is holistic and no one department; no single vendor; no individual 
technology; no single policy statement will make your county green.

Encourage public private partnerships

Encourage NGO’s to help

Encourage local media to help get employees and the public involved (and to 
keep you honest to you goals).

Communicate what is working and what isn’t

Procurements role in reducing embodied energy in other processes and 
products.  Power of supply chain demands

Energy efficiency in your own facilities is commendable, but green can take you 
further
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Thanks very much!

Questions?

rwalker@siemens.com
847 941-6169


